A zero-crossing strain estimator for elastography.
A novel zero-crossing tracking strain estimator (ZCT) has been developed for elastography. This technique is based on tracking the zero-crossings between the pre- and postcompression A-lines, and does not require global or adaptive A-line stretching. For multicompression elastography, ZCT can be implemented as a tracking scheme, where a temporal track of the zero-crossings between successive radiofrequency (RF) A-lines is obtained, or as an averaging scheme, where a cumulation of the interframe strains is performed, to yield high elastographic signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Other advantages of the scheme include fast processing and its potential to be implemented in hardware. The limitations of the technique are the need for small compression steps due to lack of robustness when large compression steps (> 3% applied compression) are used. Simulations and experiments were performed to illustrate its utility as an alternative strain-estimation technique. This technique provides lower SNR but higher contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) than the conventional strain-estimation techniques in elastography.